INTRODUCTION
Electro-Rheological fluid (ER fluid) changes its rheology of dispersions upon application of electric fields. Higher fields make this ER fluid behavior as solid. Winslow [1947] observed that applying strong electric fields to non-aqueous silica suspensions activated with a small amount of water caused rapid solidification of the originally fluid material. Electri Using the boundary conditions below, shear stressstrain relationship, momentum equation and continuity equation, the expression of shear rate Eq. (7) is obtained.
Boundary conditions for the velocity are
The magnitude of shear rate is expressed by
where,
Knowing the variation of the shear rate /across the gap, the velocity can be found by the following expressions: "*'(O,y*,z*)
where n is the iteration number.
The boundary condition at both sides of the journal bearing is where When the dimensionless viscosity a (0,y*, z*) is equal to 1, it represents Newtonian fluid. With the known initial Newtonian pressure profiles and shear rate, the implicit value of shear rate, Eq. (7) For the computational purpose, the periodic conditions are maintained by equating values of p*(O,y*) on the boundaries at 0 0 and 2r for iteration n + 1 as the average of neighboring values in the interior for the previous iteration n: p*(O,y*),+ p*(2"rr,y*),+ p*(O + 150,y*), + p*(2'n-30,y*), (16) When the film rupture occurs in the divergent film region, the location of the trailing end boundary is governed by the condition of zero pressure gradient and zero pressure. This condition can be satisfied using the switch function g(O,y*), Elord [1981] .
g(0,y) 1; non-cavitation region, p*(0,y*) > P sup, g(O,y*) 0; cavitation region, p*(O,y*) P suPil7) Economic and environmental factors are creating ever greater pressures for the efficient generation, transmission and use of energy. Materials developments are crucial to progress in all these areas: to innovation in design; to extending lifetime and maintenance intervals; and to successful operation in more demanding environments. Drawing together the broad community with interests in these areas, Energy Materials addresses materials needs in future energy generation, transmission, utilisation, conservation and storage. The journal covers thermal generation and gas turbines; renewable power (wind, wave, tidal, hydro, solar and geothermal); fuel cells (low and high temperature); materials issues relevant to biomass and biotechnology; nuclear power generation (fission and fusion); hydrogen generation and storage in the context of the 'hydrogen economy'; and the transmission and storage of the energy produced. As well as publishing high-quality peer-reviewed research, Energy Materials promotes discussion of issues common to all sectors, through commissioned reviews and commentaries. The journal includes coverage of energy economics and policy, and broader social issues, since the political and legislative context influence research and investment decisions. 
